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6

Abstract7

In this paper we present a comparison between SOM (Self-Organization Map) neural network8

and Fuzzy Knearest Neighbor algorithms and their application to handwriting Tifinagh9

character recognition.The Box approach proposed in [1] is used for features extraction.10

Experimentation is carried out on a limited database of nearly 200 samples. The results11

showed that Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbor had a very good performance.12

13

Index terms— Tifinagh characters, Fuzzy k-Nearest Neighbor, Self Organizing Map, Fuzzy k-means, Features14
extraction.15

1 INTRODUCTION16

he recognition of characters from scanned images of documents has been a problem that has received much17
attention in the fields of image processing, pattern recognition and artificial intelligence.18

For many years, fuzzy logic and Artificial Neural Networks have been used in a wide range of problem domains:19
process control (where Fuzzy Controllers have been very popular), management and decision making, operations20
research, economics and pattern recognition and classification.21

This paper presents an application of both SOM neural network and fuzzy k-Nearest Neighbor in recognition of22
handwritten Tifinagh characters. This paper is organized as follows: in section [1] a features extraction method,23
which is an essential step prior to pattern recognition, is described. Section [2] describes the architecture and the24
learning mechanism of the SOM neural networks. Section [3] presents the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. Section25
[4] gives results of the application of both SOM and Fuzzy k-NN on Tifinagh handwriting character recognition.26

2 FEATURES EXTRACTION27

Preprocessing techniques like thinning, slant correction and smoothening are applied. For extracting the features,28
the Box approach proposed in [1] is used here. This approach requires the spatial division of the character image.29
The major advantage of this approach stems from its robustness to variation, ease of implementation and high30
recognition rate. Each character image is divided into L × H boxes so that the portions of character will be in31
some of these boxes. There could be boxes that are empty (Figure 1(a)). The choice of number of boxes is arrived32
at by experimentation. Elements of a Normalized Vector that describe the character is obtained by dividing the33
number of all black pixels present in this box by their total number for each box, (Figure 1 (b)).34

One can easily see that this characterization is invariant of the character image dimensions. Hence an image35
of whatever size gets transformed into a vector of L × H predetermined dimensions.36

3 SELF ORGANIZING MAP (SOM)37

The Self-Organizing Maps, abbreviated SOM, was developed by Professor Teuvo Kohonen in the early 1980s.38
Self-organizing maps are a special class of artificial neural network, because those are based on competitive39
learning and the learning itself is unsupervised.40

Also SOM is considered as a special case in data-mining, it can be applied to both clustering and projecting41
the data onto a lower dimensional display at the same time.42
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6 A) FUZZY K-MEANS

In a SOM network, there is an input layer and an output layer which is usually designed as twodimensional43
arrangement of neurons that maps n dimensional input to two dimensional (Figure 2). It is basically a competitive44
network with the characteristic of The algorithm proceeds first by initializing the synaptic weights in the map45
for the neurons. This can be done by assigning them small values picked from a random number generator; in so46
doing no prior order is imposed on the feature map. Once the map has been properly initialized, there are three47
essential processes involved in the formation of the self-organizing map: Competition, cooperation and synaptic48
adaptation. for j=1,2,?,l (l is the number of output neurons) and select the largest denoted) ( X i . Maximizing49
X W T j . is equivalent to minimizing X W j ? [2] then one can have: ( ) X W X i j j ? = min arg ) ((1)50

The neuron number) ( X i is called the winning neuron. b) Cooperation 1.51
i j h , is symmetric and attains its maximum value at the winning neuron i for which i j d , =0. A typical52

choice of i j h , is the Gaussian function53

4 The amplitude of54

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ) ( 2 , 2 2 ,55
) (k d i j j i e k h ? (2) ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = 1 0 ) ( ? ? ? k e k (3)56
Where 1 ? is the time constant of the algorithm. c) Synaptic adaptation By definition, for the network to57

be selforganizing (and unsupervised), the synaptic weight vector j W of neuron j in the network is required to58
change in relation to the input vector X. This change is expressed by the equation as follows:59

(60
)) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 ( ) ( , k W X k h k k W k W j X i j j j ? + = + ? (4) Where ) (k ? is the learning-rate.61
The exact form of learning-rate is not important. It can be linear, exponential or inversely proportional.62

However it should be time varying. In particular, it should start at an initial value 0 ? , and then decrease63
gradually with increasing time n. This requirement can be satisfied by using an exponential learning-rate, as64
shown by: ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? =265

5 FUZZY K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR66

Fuzzy kNN is part of supervised learning that has been used in many applications in the field of data mining,67
statistical pattern recognition, image processing In neurobiology, a neuron that is firing tends to excite neurons68
in its immediate neighborhood more than those farther away. The same with output neurons in the SOM, a69
topological neighborhood around the winning neuron i is made and it decay smoothly with lateral distance.70
Another unique feature of the SOM algorithm is that the size of the topological neighborhood shrinks with time.71
Let ) ( , k h i j denote the topological neighborhood at time k, centered on the winning neuron i, and j denote72
a typical neuron of a set of excited (cooperating) neurons around winning neuron i. On can assume that the73
topological neighborhood i j h , is unimodal function of the lateral distance j i d , , such that it satisfies: and74
many others. Some successful applications are including recognition of handwriting and satellite image. Fuzzy75
K nearest neighbor algorithm is very simple. It works based on an unsupervised clustering algorithm like fuzzy76
k-means algorithm to determine prototypes representing clusters. Then the minimum distance from the query77
instance to these prototypes is used to determine the K-nearest neighbors. After and basing on membership78
function we take the neighbor with the maximum membership to be the prediction of the query instance.79

6 a) Fuzzy k-means80

The Fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm is an improvement of the k-means algorithms. K-Means are the simplest81
methods of clustering data. The fuzzy Kmeans algorithm uses a set of N unlabeled feature vectors and classifies82
them into k classes, where k is given by the user.83

From these N feature vectors, k of them are randomly selected as initial seeds. The feature vectors are assigned84
to the closest seeds depending on its distance from it and on a given membership function. The mean of features85
belonging to a class is taken as the new center. The features are reassigned; this process is repeated until86
convergence.87

In a fuzzy clustering, a pattern vector can belong to all clusters with different degrees given by a membership88
function [figure 4]. One can prove that such a function exists [5], and for each cluster i C it is defined as follows:89

( ) 2. Compute the degree of membership of all feature vectors j X in all clusters ) ( :1 , ) , ( / 1 , / 1 ) ( 1 190
1 2 1 1 2 ? ? ? = ? = ? ? m m c X d c X d X f N i m i m i i (6)j i ij i X f C = µ . 3.91

Compute new cluster prototypes as follows:( ) ( ) ? ? = = = N j m ij j N j m ij i x c 1 1 µ µ (7) c) Fuzzy K92
-Nearest Neighbor93

The Fuzzy k-NN classifiers consist on proximity measures. They are ideally suited for modeling the non94
parametric distribution on handwritten word recognition data.95

For a given character X, the fuzzy classifier computes the membership of X in different classesN C C C ,......96
, 2 197

. The character X is allocated to the class for which the membership function yields the maximum value. By98
a learning process (Fuzzy k-mean, k-mean, LVQ ...) we assign a number of prototypes j P for each class i C .99
After generating the k-Nearest Neighbor prototypes j P for a character (by distance similarity), the degree of100
membership of the vector X to the class i C :101
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) ( X i µ , can be calculated as follow: ( ) ( ) ? ? = ? = ? = N i m j k i m j ij i P X d P X d X 1 1 1 2 1 11 2102
, / 1 , / ) ( µ µ103

7 RESULTS104

A java application was developed in order to test and compare those two algorithms. To extract features each,105
character was divided into boxes, the input layer of the SOM neural network was made of 63 neurons and 35 for106
the output layer (number of character to recognize), for the fuzzy k-nearest neighbor the fuzziness factor m is107
equal to 2 and number of neighbors’ k is equal to 3.108

4. Iterate back and force between (2) and (3) until the memberships or cluster centers for successive iteration109
differ by more than some prescribed value ?.110

As there is no standard database available for handwritten Tifinagh characters, a database was created from111
samples of different writing styles with different sizes. The database also includes some complex samples that112
are even hard to recognize by careful inspection Figure 5: Samples used for training (figure 5). This database113
contains 200 samples (about 5 samples per character) divided into two disjoint sets, one for training both SOM114
and Fuzzy k-NN, and another for testing these two algorithms.115

The features extraction method used here is scaling invariant, that’s why there is always a recognition problem116
between Tifinagh character and , where ’s are mistaken as ’s and vice versa. Some other recognition problems117
are with and , and but not persistent as the first one.118

Experiments shows that the best results are given by the Fuzzy k-NN where in many cases it success to119
recognize handwritten characters that SOM120

8 CONCLUSION121

In this paper two clustering algorithms are presented, Self Organizing Map neural network and the Fuzzy k-122
Nearest Neighbor. We applied these two algorithms to Tifinagh character recognition. The box approach was123
used to extract features from the character image. Fuzzy k-NN was more robust and fast than the SOM. 1 2
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